
The full story behind this fraudulent review by Emmanuel Galea – he has never been a tenant, 

customer or client of ARaja Properties. As you will see, his review of my business is completely 

unjustified 

 

1. Emmanuel posts an advert on Spareroom looking for a room to rent – see below screenshot: 

 

Please note the operative words – “preferably no deposit”. This does not mean it’s an absolute 

requirement – it simply means it is a preference. We all have preferences – it doesn’t mean we 

always get them!  



2. We exchange the following messages on Spareroom’s messaging platform: 

 



 

 

 

Please note that my Spareroom advert, which I have directed Emmanuel to, clearly states that my 

rooms have a £200 deposit. I attach a screenshot of my advert: 

Edit:
Phone number and
email address deleted, 
because I respect 
people's privacy
(even when they are
abusive, insulting and 
leave fraudulent reviews
of businesses they have
never used!)
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At this point, Emmanuel should have looked at my advert and told me that it’s not suitable because I 

require a £200 deposit, which he doesn’t want to pay. However, he doesn’t say that to me and 

instead sends me his email address and phone number, as shown on the messages above. 



3. I then send him a polite email with details of my houses and photos of my rooms available. 

Please see the email from me below, where I make it clear that the rent is £400 and the 

deposit is £200: 

 

 

 

4. Now, please see Emmanuel’s reply to my email – where he is rude, insulting and abusive 

without any provocation: 

 



 

 

5. Now this is my response, which was entirely calm given the abusive message I received: 
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6. Emmanuel then proceeds to continue with the abuse in the next email – see below: 



 

 

7. Finally, Emmanuel leaves a 1* review on my Google business page. 

This guy has never used my services, never paid me a penny as a supplier, and has not rented any 

properties from me. He has a chip on his shoulder and didn’t read my advert, where I clearly stated 

that I require a £200 deposit, before he gave me his email address and phone number.  

 

Therefore this review should be taken with a pinch of salt. Emmanuel clearly has some issues which 

he has taken out on me! 


